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EXTRINSIC UPPER BOUNDS FOR EIGENVALUES
OF DIRAC-TYPE OPERATORS

N. ANGHEL

(Communicated by Peter Li)

Abstract. Extrinsic estimates from above for eigenvalues of generalized Dirac

operators on compact manifolds are given. They depend on the second funda-

mental form of any isometric immersion of the manifold in some Euclidean

space and the curvature term in the Bochner-Weitzenbock formula for the

square of the Dirac operator. Most of the known extrinsic upper bounds for the

first eigenvalue of the Laplacian are in this way easily recovered and extended.

0. Introduction

Let M be a compact connected 77-dimensional Riemannian manifold iso-

metrically immersed in some R* .
This paper presents an attempt to unify partially various methods of finding

extrinsic estimates for eigenvalues of the Laplace operator A on M [BW, C,

Li, R, YY], or the Laplace-Beltrami operator on forms [L], and extend them

to the class of generalized Dirac operators defined in [GL, LM]. The extrinsic

character of the estimates is reflected in their dependence on the geometry of

the immersion chosen.

The method of proof was originated by Payne, Polya, and Weinberger in

[PPW] and can also be found in many of the papers cited above. It consists

of constructing test sections for the Rayleigh's principle out of the components

of the immersion and the eigensections corresponding to various eigenvalues of

the operator. The machinery of generalized Dirac operators makes the whole

analysis simple, economical, and elegant.
In order to convey some idea of the kind of results we obtained, consider the

following example (see Corollary 3.8 below):

The square of the smallest, in absolute value, nonzero eigenvalue of the clas-

sical Dirac operator on an even-dimensional spin manifold with nonvanishing
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^4-genus is bounded above by sup^ |/7|2/dim M, where h is the second funda-
mental form of M in Rn .

1. Preliminaries

Let x = (x',..., xn):M -+ R" be an isometric immersion of M in R" .

The existence of x is guaranteed by the Nash embedding theorem. One con-

cludes immediately that, pointwise on M,

n

(1.1) 5^|gradxa|2 = 77.

a=l

Let V and V be the covariant differentiations on M and R" respectively.

If X and Y are vector fields tangent to M, the second fundamental form

77 (X, Y) of M in R" is defined by the equation of Gauss

VxY = VxY + h(X,Y),

where h is a normal bundle-valued symmetric 2-tensor on M. In particular,

if Z is a third vector field tangent to M,

(1.2) h(X, Y)±dx(Z).

The mean curvature vector field n is defined by n = trh- J2"=x h(?i > et).

where (e,), is a local orthonormal frame in TM. One has [KN]

(1.3) 7/ =-(Ax1,..., Ax").

Finally H = ^\n\ is the mean curvature function.

Let C1(M) be the Clifford bundle of algebras induced by the tangent bundle
TM and the Riemannian metric ( , ) [GL, LM]. There is a canonical embed-

ding TM <-» C1(M) and then metric and covariant differentiation extend from

TM to C1(M) in such a way that the covariant differentiation V on C1(M)

preserves the metric and acts as a derivation. There is a canonical vector bundle

isomorphism C1(M) = A*M.
A bundle of left modules S -* M over C1(M) is a generalized Dirac bundle

if S is furnished with a Hermitian metric ( , ) and a metric connection V

such that

(1.4a) unit vectors in TM c C1(M) act isometrically on S,

(1.4b) Vx(<f>s) = V*(0)j + <pVxs

for any vector field X tangent to M and any d> and s smooth sections of

C1(M) and S respectively.
Any generalized Dirac bundle generates a first-order elliptic differential op-

erator D: C°°(S) —* C°°(S), the generalized Dirac operator, which locally can

be expressed as

n

(1.5) Z) = 5>V<,,
i=i

Equalities (1.5) and (1.4b) readily imply, for f£ C°°(M) and 5 £ C°°(S),

(1.6a) D(fs) = (grad f)s + fDs,

(1.6b) D2(fs) = A(f)s - 2Vgrad/5 + fD2s.
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D is selfadjoint with respect to the usual inner product (sx, S2) —

JM(sx,s2) in C°°(S).

For D2 one has the following Bochner-Weitzenbock formula [GL, LM]:

(1.7) D2 = V*V + 3?.

In (1.7) & is a Hermitian curvature bundle morphism acting on S according

to the formula & = YJi<jeieiRei,ej, Ret,ei = [Vf,, Ve.] - V[e/,ey].

The standard examples of generalized Dirac bundles and operators are

(1.8) S = C1(M). Under the isomorphism C1(M) = A*(M), one has D =
d + d*, the Gauss-Bonnet operator, D2 = d*d + dd*, the Laplace-Beltrami

operator on forms, and &\mxc = 0, &\tm = Ric, the Ricci transformation.
(1.9) M spin manifold, S = X, the spinor bundle. Then D is the classical

Dirac operator and 3% = \k, k the scalar curvature function on M.

2. Main estimate

Let E be a subbundle of S invariant under V and M , i.e., VX(C°°(E))
C C°°(E), for any vector field X, and 3?(E)cE respectively. Then C°°(E)
is D2-invariant, by the Bochner-Weitzenbock formula (1.7). The restriction

of D2 to C°°(E) has a discrete spectrum located on the nonnegative part of

the real line. Its eigenvalues can be arranged, counting multiplicities, in an

increasing sequence

0 < kx < k2 < ■■■ .

Eigensections sx, s2, ... , Si, ... , D2s/ — k/S/ can be chosen in C°°(E) to form

an orthonormal basis for L2(E), the completion of C°°(E) with respect to the

global inner product ( , ). We want to estimate any given eigenvalue km+ x in

terms of the previous ones, k\,ki, ..., km, their eigensections S\,Sz,... ,sm,

the immersion x , and the curvature term 31.

Theorem 2.1. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension n and
x : M —> Rn  be an isometric immersion with mean curvature function H.

Let (kx, sx), (k2, s2), ... , 0 < kx < k2 < ■■■ ,5/ € C°°(E) be the spectral
decomposition of D2 = V*V+^: Cco(E) —> C°°(E), the restriction of the square

of a generalized Dirac operator D:C°°(S) —► C°°(S) to some V -invariant, £%-

invariant subbundle E of S. Then

m .      m .      m

km+X - Am < £ iZW2*, ,5/) + — Y, k, - — Y,(&Sl . */)•
/=1 1=1 1=1

Proof For 1 < / < 777 and / £ C°°(M), f real-valued, define s( £ C°°(E)
by

m

s{ := fst - J3(/s/, sk)sk.
k=\

By construction the section sf is L2-orthogonal to sx, s2, ■ ■ ■ , sm , so by the

Rayleigh's principle

(2.2) km+x(s[, s() < (D2sf, sf).
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On one hand, using (1.6b)

m

D2s{^D2(fs,)-YJ(fsi,sk)kksk
k=\

m

= A(f)s, - 2Vgrad/5/ + kifs, - ^Tkk(fs,, sk)sk.
k=l

From the orthogonality of sf on spanj^i, ... , sm} and the equation above,

we get

(2.3) (D2sf, sf) - k,(sf, sf) = (A(f)Sl - 2Vgradfs,, sf).

On the other hand,

(D2sf, sf) - k,(sf, sf) = (D2(fs,) - fD2s,, sf)
= (D2(fs,) - fD2s,, fs,) - (D2(fSl) - fD2s,, ofl),

where Oft = Ylk=i(fsi > sk)sk ■ Notice now that the quantities

(D2(fs,) - fD2s,, fs,)     and     (D2(fSl) - fD2s,, ofl)

must be real. Also

(D2(fsl)-fD2s,,fsl)

= (D(fsl),D(fsl))-(Ds,,D(f2s,))

'= (grad fs, + fDs,, grad fs, + fDs,) - (Ds,, 2/grad/s/ + f2Ds,)

= (|grad/|25, ,s,) + (fDs,, grad fs,) + (grad fs,, fDs,)

+ (Ds,, f2Ds,) - 2(fDs,, grad fs,) - (Ds,, f2Ds,)

= (|grad/|25/,s,) + (gradfs,, fDs,) - (gradA, fDs,)

= (\grad f\2s,,s,)

since (grad/5/, fDs,) - (grad fs,, fDsi) must vanish as the only purely imag-

inary quantity in an equation involving only real quantities otherwise. Thus

(2.4) (D2(fs,) - fD2s,, fs,) = (|grad/|25/, *,).

Arguing in a similar way we also have

m

(2.5) y£(D2(fs,)-fD2s,,of,) = 0.
/=i

Now let f - xa, a = 1, ... , n , and sa, := sf". Then (2.3), (2.4), (2.5),
and (1.1) immediately yield

m     n

(2.6) ]T ^2(A(xa)s, - 2Vetadxas,, So,) = mn.
l=\ a=l
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In particular, equation (2.6) implies that sai ^ 0 for some (a, I). Since for

I < m, k, < km, letting f — xa, sf — sa, and summing over / and a in

equation (2.3) one gets, via equation (2.6),

m     n m     n

zZ z2(d2s<*> ' 5«') -Xm zZ z2(s«i > s°i) -mn-
1=1 a=\ l=i a=l

This inequality and (2.2) then yield

m     n

(2.7) (km+x -k^YsYs^i> s°i) -mn-
1=1 a=\

However from equation (2.6),

m     n ]'

IH V =     ̂  J2 (A(XC">S1 ~ 2VgradW/ . Sa,)
.1=1 a=\

' m     n 1 2

- zZzZ^A(X°">Sl ~ 2V^dxoSl\\L2\\Sai\\L2
.1=1 a=l

m     n m     ft

- ZZ ZZ(A(X°">SI - 2Vgradx°5/ , A(xa)s, - 2Vgradx<,S/) ^ £(5«/ ' S^ '
1=1 a=\ l=\ a=\

and so equation (2.6) implies, since Yl?=\ Yla=x(sai-> sai) ¥" 0,

.      m     n

(2.8)       km+X -*m<—/2 /Z(A(X^SI - 2Vgradx»5/ , A(xa)s, - 2Vgradx„5/).
mn i-~' *-^

l=\ a=l

Theorem 2.1 follows now from inequality (2.8) and the lemma below.    □

Lemma 2.9.

m     n

£ J2(A(^a)s, - 2Vsndxas,, A(xa)s, - 2Vgradxo5/)

1=1   Q=l

m mm

= 772 ^(Hh, ,s,) + 4j2k, -4'£(3>s,, s,).
l=i i=i l=i

Proof.

(A(xa)s, - 2Vgradx»5/, A(xa)s, - 2Vgrad^5/)

= ((A(xa))2x/, x,) - 2[(VA(xa)endxos,, s,) + (s,, VA{x,.)gIiidx„Si)]

+ 4(Vgradxn5/, Vgrad^5/)

= ((A(xa))25/ ,s,)-2l   A(xa)gradxa((s,, s,)) + 4(Vgradx„s,, Vgradx„5/).
JM
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Thus

m     n

E Y.(A(Xa)Sl ~ 2Vgradx»5/ , A(xa)S, - 2Vgradx<,5/)
7=1   Q=l

m     fi .    I n \    / m \

= E E((A(*°))2J/> 5/) - 2 /     E A(xQ)gradx«      J>, 5,)
7=1 <*=1 ^ \a=l /    \/=l /

m     fi

+ 4 E E^grad*"*/ ' Vgradx«^/)
/=1 a=l

= 772 £(//25/, *,) - 2 /   (£ A(xa)gradx<M (f>, s,)\
1=1 JM   \a=\ )   \l=\ J

m    n

+ 4 E E(V«radJC°'S' ' Vgradx«^/).
7=1 a=l

We claim that the vector field JZ"=1 A(xa)gradxQ vanishes identically. Locally,

J] A(xQ)gradxa J] J] A(xa)(gradxQ, e,)e,
a=l a=l (=1

= j^ (£>(xQ)ft(x«)) ft = -£{,, dx(ei))ei = 0,
,= 1    \Q=1 / 1 = 1

by (1.2). Also

fi n       n

E(V8rad*<>•*/, Vgnd^oJ,) = E  E ei(*a)?/(.*Q)(Ve,J/, Ve,S/)
a=l a=l 1,7 = 1

n      I   n \ n

= E Ee<(*a)^(*a) <v^ v^/> = E<v"5''v^/)
i,_/=l   \a=l / ;=1

i=l

As a result

m     n m mm

E E^^x^/, Vgrad^s/) = 5^( v* vj/ , S,) = e^2*/ > **) - zZ(-^si>5')
/=1 a=\ 1=1 1=1 1=1

m m

= EA'-E(^/'5')-
/=1 7=1

Putting all the pieces together, the lemma follows.   D
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3. Consequences

Certainly Theorem 2.1, as it stands, does not give a very useful estimate.
Especially undesirable is the presence of s, 's in its right-hand side, however,

it is its generality that counts. We will show in this section that for particular

classes of operators, various interplays between the mean curvature function

H, the eigenvalues k,, and the curvature endomorphism 31 occur, making the

estimate interesting.

Theorem 3.1. The hypotheses being the same as in Theorem 2.1, if 3l\E > eld,

for some c £ R, then one has

4   A        4
-Wi -^m < nHlc + — l2Xl~nC>

i=\

where H^ = supM H2.

Proof. Since Si are unit vectors in L2(E) and (31 s, s) > c(s, s), the assertion

follows immediately from Theorem 2.1. The best constant c is the infimum

over M of the minimum eigenvalue function of 3?\E .   □

Theorem 3.1 represents the crude way to free the estimate in Theorem 2.1

of s,. It improves the main result of [L], where D — d + d *, the Gauss-Bonnet

operator, E = AP(M), and c = -\\3?\\, \\32\\ being the L2-operator norm of
32 in C°°(E).

Corollary 3.2. The hypotheses being those of Theorem 3.1, one has

*".s(i+l)"ii + 5[(i+l)%l](u6-ie).

Proof. Since k, < km for I < m, YT=\ ̂ / - m^m • The estimate in Theorem

3.1 becomes

km+x < (-+ 1J km + nHl, - -c.

By iteration it yields the claim.     □

Remark 3.3. Assume now that the isometric immersion x: M —► R" is in fact

a minimal immersion of M into the Euclidean unit sphere S"_1 c R" . Then

the coordinate functions x1, x2, ... , x" are eigenfunctions of the Laplacian
A with eigenvalue 77 = dimM [YY], and n = -n(xx, ... , x") and H = 1 .

Thus in the case of minimally immersed submanifolds into Euclidean spheres,

Theorem 3.1 gives the estimate

4   A 4
km+x-km<n + — Y.k'-nC-

i=\

Corollary 3.4. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 assume that 0 75

an eigenvalue of D2 on C°°(E). Then the first nonzero eigenvalue k of D2 on

C°°(E) satisfies

k < nH2-c.
~ n

Proof. The proof is a simple consequence of Theorem 3.1, for k\ = A2 = • • • =

km > ̂ m+1 = k .     □
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Remark 3.5. Since the actual size of the 0-eigenspace of D2 does not appear in

the estimate in Corollary 3.4, one is tempted to conjecture its validity regardless

the existence of O-eigensections. It does not work, however, as the classical

Dirac operator (1.9) on the 77-dimensional unit sphere S" , 77 > 3, embedded

in R"+1 shows. Here H = 1 and 31 = n(n - l)/4 = c; thus one would

expect k < 1. On the other hand, from the Bochner-Weitzenbock formula,

A > 77.(77-l)/4.

Assume now that 32\E = 0, and let s be an eigensection of D2 with eigen-

value 0. The Bochner-Weitzenbock formula implies then Vs = 0, i.e., 5 is

parallel. Since V preserves the metric, (s, s) is a constant function on M.

Theorem 3.6. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 assume that 0 is in

the spectrum of D2 on C°°(E) and 32\E = 0. Then the first nonzero eigenvalue

k of D2 on C°°(E) satisfies

vol M JM

Proof. Let sx, S2, ... , sm be an orthonormal basis for the 0-eigenspace of D2

on C°°(E). As above (si, s,) is a constant function on M and since (s,, si) -

1, (si, s,) = 1/vol M. The claim follows now from Theorem 2.1, since km+x =

k, (H2s,, s,) = JM H2(s, ,s,), k, = 0 for 1 < / < m , and 31 s, = 0.   □

The Laplace-Beltrami operator d*d + dd* restricted to functions (E = C)

provides such an example. Here the 0-eigenspace is one-dimensional. The

theorem in this case is due to Reilly [R].
Another example of this type is furnished by the Laplace-Beltrami operator

restricted to one-forms, on a Ricci-flat manifold with nonvanishing first Betti

number, e.g., a Ricci-flat torus or any other Ricci-flat closed surface of positive
genus.

Let us concentrate now on estimating the eigenvalues of the classical Dirac

operator on a spin manifold (1.8).

Theorem 3.7. If M is a n-dimensional spin manifold isometrically immersed in

some Rn and 0 < kx < k% < • • • are the eigenvalues of the square of the classical

Dirac operator, counted with multiplicities, then

2        ;   <!HP^f 4   4 \SA«+l - ^ S - + — 2^ *l »
7=1

where h is the second fundamental form of the immersion and \h\2 =

Eij\h(e,,ej)\2.

Proof. In this case 32 = |, k scalar curvature; thus the estimate in Theorem

2.1 becomes

1       m A      m

km+x - km < — E((l>/I2 - k)s,, s,) + — E A'-
i=\ i=\

However \n\2 - k = \h\2, and the desired estimate follows.   □
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Corollary 3.8. Let M be an even-dimensional spin manifold with nonvanish-

ing A-genus. Then the smallest, in absolute value, nonzero eigenvalue k of the

classical Dirac operator on M satisfies

k2 <sup|/7|2/dimM,
M

where h is the second fundamental form of any isometric immersion of M in

some Euclidean space.

Proof. By the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [LM, p. 256] a nonvanishing A-

genus ensures the existence of harmonic spinors for the classical Dirac operator,

i.e., O-eigensections. Then the corollary follows from Theorem 3.7, letting kx -

k2 = • • ■ = km = 0 and km+x = k2.    □
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